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Industrial Enchantment is done by skill 15 enchanters who are paid high-Comfortable wages 
($7,200/month), work 20 days a month on average (5 days a week with 20 workdays of vacation 
a year), cost their employer 125% of their wages a month (payroll taxes, benefits, etc.), and work 
on lines that cost $120/mage/day in overhead, enchanting at the TL8 industrial enchantment 12 
energy/day/mage rate. Including the losses to failures, this works out to slightly over $50/energy 
point, and these costs represent about half the final retail price, for an even $100/point retail. 

In Technomancer, Powerstones can only be enchanted by the 20 energy per casting on valuable 
gems method; 80 energy per casting on cheaper items does not exist. Average retail price is 
twice labor and materials cost, including losses to critical. Single-quirk Powerstones average 
10% cheaper than unquirked; multiple-quirk stones average 40% cheaper than unquirked.  

In Quick & Dirty enchanting, mages contribute up to 10 personal energy and 55 from drawing on 
the NEMA power line. Powerstones are used to make up any deficit in energy, and the fee for 
using them is 0.05% of their retail price per point of energy (0.1% per day, with the stones 
recharging at a point per 12 hours in the high-mana Manabelt). Electricity charges are nominal 
($0.09 cents per kWh, at the EIA-reported 2022 New Mexico industrial power rates, deflated to 
GURPS $, then doubled for NEMA). Mages work 20 days a month on average, cost 125% of 
their wages a year (including the minimal overhead and NEMA power, without the exotic 
consumables used in industrial enchantment). 

Single-caster Q&D enchantment uses a skill 16 enchanter who knows the Draw Power spell and 
is paid low-Wealthy wages of $10,500/month. This is used for enchantments of up to 77 energy. 

Two-caster Q&D enchantments use a skill 17 lead enchanter who knows the Draw Power spell 
and is paid standard Wealthy wages of $13,000/month, and an assistant skilled and paid as a 
single-caster Q&D enchanter. These circles make enchantments of 78 to 155 energy. 

Three-caster Q&D enchantments use a skill 18 lead enchanter who knows the Draw Power spell 
and is paid high-Wealthy wages of $17,850/month). These circles make enchantments of 156 or 
more energy. 

As a practical matter, four-caster Q&D enchantments don’t exist for making retail magic items; 
people with the talent and drive to reach a skill level where they could command Very Wealthy 
wages generally prefer doing something else. 

Slow and Sure enchantments are done by a single skill 15 enchanter paid high-Comfortable 
wages of $7,200/month working 20 days a month on average, costing his employers 125% of his 
wages a month, in facilities with minimal overhead.  Including losses to failures, labor costs 
work out to $471.35/energy point; after doubling for retail, we’ll round the price to $950/point. 



Powerstone Price Table 

Stone Energy Average Price Quirkless Price One Quirk Price Multiquirk Price 
1 $274 $275 $247 $165 
2 $597 $600 $540 $360 
3 $972 $981 $882 $588 
4 $1,402 $1,419 $1,277 $851 
5 $1,890 $1,918 $1,726 $1,151 
6 $2,438 $2,483 $2,235 $1,490 
7 $3,050 $3,118 $2,806 $1,871 
8 $3,730 $3,826 $3,443 $2,296 
9 $4,480 $4,613 $4,151 $2,768 
10 $5,304 $5,482 $4,934 $3,289 
11 $6,206 $6,440 $5,796 $3,864 
12 $7,190 $7,490 $6,741 $4,494 
13 $8,259 $8,639 $7,776 $5,184 
14 $9,419 $9,893 $8,904 $5,936 
15 $10,672 $11,256 $10,131 $6,754 
20 $18,508 $19,952 $17,957 $11,971 
25 $29,429 $32,458 $29,213 $19,475 
30 $44,171 $49,870 $44,883 $29,922 
35 $63,609 $73,527 $66,174 $44,116 
40 $88,779 $105,052 $94,547 $63,031 
45 $120,906 $146,400 $131,760 $87,840 
50 $161,434 $199,911 $179,920 $119,946 
55 $212,061 $268,366 $241,529 $161,020 
60 $274,780 $355,061 $319,555 $213,036 
65 $351,923 $463,879 $417,491 $278,327 
70 $446,216 $599,380 $539,442 $359,628 
75 $560,842 $766,905 $690,215 $460,143 
80 $699,505 $972,684 $875,416 $583,610 
85 $866,515 $1,223,972 $1,101,575 $734,383 
90 $1,066,879 $1,529,199 $1,376,279 $917,519 
95 $1,306,400 $1,898,140 $1,708,326 $1,138,884 
100 $1,591,804 $2,342,111 $2,107,900 $1,405,267 
105 $1,930,871 $2,874,198 $2,586,778 $1,724,519 
110 $2,332,591 $3,509,508 $3,158,557 $2,105,705 
115 $2,807,343 $4,265,466 $3,838,920 $2,559,280 
120 $3,367,097 $5,162,151 $4,645,936 $3,097,290 
125 $4,025,641 $6,222,672 $5,600,405 $3,733,603 
130 $4,798,848 $7,473,611 $6,726,250 $4,484,167 
135 $5,704,970 $8,909,724 $8,018,752 $5,345,834 
140 $6,764,980 $10,634,686 $9,571,217 $6,380,811 
145 $8,002,957 $12,655,886 $11,390,298 $7,593,532 
150 $9,446,527 $15,019,490 $13,517,541 $9,011,694 
155 $11,127,356 $17,778,394 $16,000,555 $10,667,037 
160 $13,081,723 $20,993,176 $18,893,859 $12,595,906 
165 $15,351,157 $24,733,158 $22,259,843 $14,839,895 
170 $17,983,171 $29,077,628 $26,169,866 $17,446,577 
175 $21,032,087 $34,117,216 $30,705,495 $20,470,330 
180 $24,559,974 $39,955,460 $35,959,914 $23,973,276 
185 $28,637,715 $46,710,577 $42,039,519 $28,026,346 
190 $33,346,207 $54,517,474 $49,065,727 $32,710,485 
195 $38,777,734 $63,530,027 $57,177,025 $38,118,016 
200 $45,037,508 $73,923,654 $66,531,288 $44,354,192 

 

Powerstone values and enchantment price calculations thanks to the useful Pstone_rev2010.xls. 



Magic Item Enchantment Costs Table 

Energy Required Quick & Dirty Enchantment Industrial Slow & Sure 
Up to 66 $172 Energy × $100 Energy × $950 
67 $174   
68 $178   
69 $184   
70 $192   
71 $202   
72 $217   
73 $234   
74 $256   
75 $283   
76 $315   
77                  Q&D Team of 2 $353   
78 to 100            Crossover $387   
101 to 131 $773   
135 $780   
140 $813   
145 $869   
150 $996   
155                 Q&D Team of 3 $1,150   
156 to 197          Crossover  $1,272   
200 $1,275   
205 $1,928   
210 $1,967   
220 $2,103   
230 $2,363   
240 $2,914   
250 $3,640   
260 $4,689   
270 $6,531   
280 $8,632   
290 $11,391   
300 $15,899 $30,000  
310 $21,322 $31,000  
320 $27,317 $32,000  
325 $31,720 $32,500  
326               Q&D / Industrial $31,944 $32,600  
327                    Crossover $34,028 $32,700  
330 $36,737 $33,000  
340 $46,319 $34,000  
350 $57,969 $35,000  
360 $75,844 $36,000  
370 $93,499 $37,000  
380 $114,537 $38,000  
390 $146,306 $39,000  
400 $177,008 $40,000  
410 $213,700 $41,000  
420 $267,533 $42,000  
430 $318,692 $43,000 $408,500 
440 $378,103 $44,000 $418,000 
446              Q&D / Slow & Sure $421,735 $44,600 $423,700 
447                      Crossover $441,673 $44,700 $424,650 
450 $466,071 $45,000 $427,500 
460 $548,545 $46,000 $437,000 
470 $643,482 $47,000 $446,500 
480 $783,160 $48,000 $456,000 
490 $912,660 $49,000 $465,500 
500 $1,060,667 $50,000 $475,000 
510 $1,277,983 $51,000 $484,500 
520 $1,476,990 $52,000 $494,000 
530 $1,703,090 $53,000 $503,500 
540 $2,032,794 $54,000 $513,000 
550 $2,333,165 $55,000 $522,500 
560 $2,672,728 $56,000 $532,000 
570 $3,166,307 $57,000 $541,500 
580 $3,612,817 $58,000 $551,000 
590 $4,115,430 $59,000 $560,500 


